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Introduction

The typical spatial resolution of 250 m to 1 km offered by dedicated orbital Ocean Colour
(OC) sensors is often inadequate to fully resolve processes occurring in coastal, transitional and inland waters (CEOS, 2018; Muller-Karger et al., 2018). For inland waters,
underrepresentation is substantial, with most systems unresolved at those moderate resolutions due to their size and shape (Andreadis et al., 2013; CEOS, 2018; Verpoorter
et al., 2014). The requirement of higher spatial resolution has led to the development
of water applications for sensors originally designed for terrestrial remote sensing (e.g.,
Franz et al., 2015; Trinh et al., 2017; Vanhellemont and Ruddick, 2014), the most relevant of which are the Landsat and Sentinel-2 series. The sensors in those platforms offer
global coverage at high spatial resolution (10 to 60 m) and feature near infrared (NIR)
and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands appropriate for atmospheric correction over turbid waters (Franz et al., 2015; Vanhellemont and Ruddick, 2015). However, they feature
fewer and broader multispectral (MS) bands in the visible range than the standard OC
sensors, limiting the the type of algorithms that can be applied, and hence the water
quality parameters that can be retrieved.
The Operational Land Imager (OLI) on Landsat 8 resolves four visible bands covering the
ultra-blue (435-451 nm), blue (452-512 nm), green (533-590 nm) and red (636-673 nm) and
has found successful application for remote sensing of water quality (e.g., Lee et al., 2016;
Ogashawara et al., 2016; Olmanson et al., 2016). The waveband configuration, however,
does not allow retrieving direct information related to phycocyanin (PC) abundance,
a diagnostic pigment for cyanobacteria presence, a major concern for in inland waters.
Cyanobacteria blooms are an increasingly frequent phenomenon, and can produce noxious
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and toxic compounds that cause health risks to wildlife and humans, as well as taste and
odor problems in drinking water (Stumpf et al., 2012; Visser et al., 2016). The presence
of an orange band (∼620 nm) covering the PC absorption peak has allowed specific
algorithms to be developed and applied to the OC sensor Medium Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MERIS) (Kutser et al., 2006; Matthews et al., 2012; Simis et al., 2005,
2007) and its follow-on, the Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI). At present,
high spatial resolution orange bands are only available on commercial sensors, notably
the imagers on WorldView-2 and 3.
In addition to the visible bands, OLI also features a high spatial resolution (15 m)
panchromatic (Pan) band spanning green to red wavelengths (503-676 nm). Pan bands
are commonly used in remote sensing applications to resolve features at higher spatial
resolution than provided in the MS channels, made possible due to the wider spectral
integration. The high spatial information of the Pan band is merged with the spectral
information of the MS bands in a process referred to as pansharpening, producing a final
image with the highest possible spatial resolution (e.g. Nikolakopoulos, 2008). Here, we
propose to use the Pan band not to enhance spatial information, but to enhance spectral
information. The objective is to extract a virtual orange (590-635 nm) band, or contraband, from the Pan band, using the green and red MS bands. To our knowledge, this is
the first such application of the Pan band to derive a new spectral channel. The addition of the orange band has the potential to greatly expand water quality research and
monitoring using the OLI sensor (CEOS, 2018). Routine retrieval of this band through
implementation in atmospheric correction software will provide an unprecedented openaccess global dataset of orange reflectance at high spatial resolution.
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Approach

The integration of spectral radiance (L(λ)) into discrete wavebands performed by the
sensor assembly is described by the spectral response function (SRF). Mathematically,
this integration can be decomposed into a sum of the integrals of its component spectral
regions:
Z ∈i
n λmax
X
L(λ)SRF (λ)dλ =
L(λ)SRF (λ)dλ ,

λZmax

λmin

i=1 λ

(1)

min ∈ i

as long as the regions i do not overlap and their collection fully cover the SRF space. For
the OLI sensor (Fig. 1A), the regions in the Pan band delimited by the boundaries of
the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the green and red MS bands are shown in
Fig. 1B. Due to the equivalent center, FWHM and similar spectral profile, the radiance
signal resulting from the scaled regions 2 and 4 will be approximately equal to that
observed by the green and red MS bands, respectively. Therefore, the use of green and
red MS radiances to predict the contributions of regions 2 and 4 to the Pan radiance
is straightforward, requiring only a scaling to account for the fractional contribution of
those regions to the overall Pan signal. And by difference of those regions with the Pan
band, it is then possible to retrieve an independent composite band, i.e. the combination
of region 1, with FWHM covering the spectrum from 503 to 533 nm (turquoise), and
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region 3, from 590 to 635 nm (orange). This composite band, however, mixes spectral
information of different components and optical processes. For instance, region 1 will
receive a much higher influence from detrital and dissolved organic absorption than region
3. It is necessary then to isolate the information of those remaining regions.
The superposition of the defined regions with the spectral mass specific in vivo absorption
coefficient of different pigments, ∗ apig (m2 mg−1 ), is presented in Fig. 1B. It shows that
region 1 is in the minimum pigment absorption zone, dominated by carotenoids, while
region 3 includes the PC peak, the smaller red Chlorophyll a absorption peak and Chlorophyll c. For inland waters, where cyanobacteria blooms are a significant environmental
threat, it can be expected that region 3 will present a wider range of variation from the
other regions. Region 1 is not strongly affected by pigments but will be correlated with
signals from adjacent bands due to particle scattering in addition to carotenoids, inorganic and organic absorption (detrital and dissolved). If this correlation is sufficiently
high, the turquoise region can be estimated by a MS band alone within acceptable errors,
allowing for the retrieval of an independent orange band. The green MS band is the closest to region 1 inside the Pan relative SRF (RSRF) and can be used for that estimation
through regression. A similar approach can be applied for the red MS band and region
4 of the Pan to compensate for the small dissimilarities at the NIR end. The updated
scheme result in the isolation of the orange signal. However, it is more advantageous to
perform a single multiple linear regression involving the green and red MS bands and the
Pan band than the separate regressions of the two MS bands. From an bio-optical point
of view, this approach takes advantage of the covariance between adjacent bands, caused
by broad absorption patterns of the optically active components. Signal from the chlorophylls (Chl) is shared between the red and orange band, as is PC between the orange
and the green (c.f. Simis and Kauko (2012); Fig. 1B). The single regression equation
incorporating the relevant bands is described by:
ρworange = βP an ρwP an + βgreen ρwgreen + βred ρwred

(2)

where β coefficients carry information on the scaling and proportionality of the original
MS bands and the respective unscaled regions of the Pan band. In Eq. 2, ρw is the
water-leaving reflectance (unitless).
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Analysis

A diverse in situ dataset of 369 ρw collected over Dutch and Belgian lakes was used for
calibration and validation of Eq. 2. The Dutch dataset was collected over lakes Loosdrecht
and IJsselmeer between 2003 and 2005 and are fully described in Simis et al. (2005, 2007).
The Belgian dataset was collected over the lakes Donkmeer and Hazewinkel, and the
Spuikom lagoon in 2017. With the exception of the Hazewinkel, all lakes are shallow (1.5
to 4.4 m), experiencing wind induced resuspension of bottom sediments and all except the
Spuikom, a brackish water system, experience cyanobacteria blooms. Secchi disk depths
range from 6 to 0.2 m, with Chl a varying between 1.6 and 600 mg m−3 .
For both datasets, reflectances were calculated from radiances measured with portable,
hand held spectrometers. For the Dutch campaigns a PR-650 (Photo Research, Inc.,
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Chatsworth, CA, USA) with 1◦ Field of View (FOV) foreoptics was used. The instrument has 8 nm FWHM with a spectral sampling of 4 nm, covering the range from 380 to
780 nm. For the Belgian campaigns, a HandHeld FieldSpec (Analytical Spectral Devices,
Inc., Boulder, CO, USA) with 7.5◦ FOV foreoptics was used. The instrument has 3.6 nm
FWHM and spectral sampling of 1.6 nm, covering the range from 325 to 1075 nm. For
both datasets, spectral surface downwelling plane irradiance (Ed (λ, 0+ )) was estimated
from near-coincident measurements of the surface radiance of a SpectralonTM target, held
parallel to the surface. In Dutch campaigns, the classical above water approach was employed, where radiance from the water target was measured at 42◦ of nadir, with a relative
azimuth of 90◦ to the Sun. Correction for the sky glint component was performed with a
fixed surface reflectance factor of 0.029 applied to sky radiance measurement performed
at 42◦ of zenith and equal relative azimuth (Simis et al., 2005, 2007). For Belgian campaigns, reflectances were calculated with a variant of the sky-blocked approach (SBA)
presented by Lee et al. (2013), with shadowing correction calculated with a Monte Carlo
radiative transfer code (Castagna et al., in prep.).
While pigment data was acquired for all lakes, in this study only the pigment information for the IJsselmeer will be used. It is the only lake in our dataset for which analysis combined High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) for organically soluble
pigments with spectrophotometric analysis of PC, as described in (Simis et al., 2005,
2007).
Regression analysis of Eq. 2 is performed with Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) based on a
random subsample of half the in situ dataset, and validated with the complementary set.
To retrieve a robust set of coefficients, and describe their uncertainties, the procedure
is repeated 10,000 times over unique random subsets of the dataset. Error propagation
analysis is performed with the addition of random noise expected at typical top of atmosphere (TOA) radiances and typical clear skies Ed (λ, 0+ ). Random deviates from error
distributions of each band are generated and performance evaluated 10,000 times. The
presence of independent information, that is, information not already present in the adjacent MS bands was evaluated by comparing the PC to Chl a ratio with the residuals of
the proposed model and with those of a reduced model that do not include a Pan band.
The objective is to show in which conditions, if any, the retrieval of an orange band adds
new information to the OLI MS dataset.
The generality of the coefficients fitted to the in situ datasets were evaluated against the
average standardized spectra of the Optical Water Types (OWT) representative of inland waters in the LIMNADES dataset (Spyrakos et al., 2017). This analysis was done to
investigate the generality of the approach across OWT, and whether type-specific coefficient are required. All evaluations presented here are for the average coefficients from the
resampling procedure. Statistics of performance are the coefficient of determination (R2 ),
the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)
and the bias, calculated as the mean percentage error. All analysis were performed in R
version 3.3.3 (R Core Team, 2017).
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Results and discussion

The estimation of region 1+2 (Fig 1B) from the green MS band was analysed using the
in situ data set. The RMSE of the combined region was 6.51 × 10−4 , or about 1% of the
minimum value in the dataset, resulting in a MAPE of 2%. The estimation of region 4
from the red MS band resulted in a MAPE of 0.36%, and hence the error in the orange
contra-band retrieval is dominated by the retrieval of region 1+2. The estimation of the
orange band using Eq. 2 leaded to a MAPE of 3.15% and a bias of -0.76% (Fig. 2A). The
average coefficients for Eq. 2, with their standard deviations (SD) reported in parenthesis,
were:

ρorange
= 2.4120(±0.1143)ρPw an − 0.9738(±0.0503)ρgreen
− 0.2999(±0.0667)ρred
w
w
w

(3)

The performance results are presented for the complete dataset, using the average coefficients from the 10,000 random replicates. However, algorithm performance was robust for
the independent validation across the replicates. The average and SD of RMSE, MAPE
and bias for an orange band retrieval were 9.562 × 10−4 (±6.342 × 10−5 ), 3.19% (±0.16%),
−0.76% (±0.42%), respectively. This indicates that the algorithm is not particularly
dependent on the subset of data used for its calibration and validation. Those performances are encouraging, but related to retrieval when uncertainty is negligible in the
input data.
Even for accurately calibrated sensors, uncertainty is expected to arise from random
noise. Considering typical values of Ed (λ, 0+ ) for a sun zenith angle of 40◦ , the signal
to noise ratio (SNR) of the OLI sensor at typical TOA radiance results in an average
absolute noise of 2.45 × 10−4 , 2.68 × 10−4 and 3.950 × 10−4 in equivalent ρw for green,
red and Pan bands, respectively. Using the folded normal distribution as a model of
the absolute noise, the generating normal error distributions were calculated
to have
p
a mean of zero and SD equal to the average absolute noise scaled by π/2. The final performance in the presence of typical noise as expressed by the RMSE, MAPE
and bias were 1.549 × 10−3 (±5.319 × 10−5 ), 5.99% (±0.26%), −0.77% (±0.39%), respectively (Fig. 2B). The average uncertainty of ∼ 6% is typically expected from the OLI band
specifications, but may depend on the performance of the atmospheric correction.
When evaluated against the 13 average spectra of the inland OWT (Fig. 3A), the orange
band retrieval is within the algorithm uncertainty for 11 types (Fig. 3B). Larger errors are
found for two relativelly blue-enhanced OWT (I-3 and I-13), representative of waters with
low Chl a (< 1.6 mg m−3 ) concentration (Spyrakos et al., 2017). A cluster classification
with the OWT reveals that the OWT I-1, I-3, I-10 and I-13 are not represented in our in
situ dataset. Further study is necessary to propose a set of coefficients for low chlorophyll
waters and a future version of the algorithm should flag those spectral shapes. We
highlight, however, the robust performance of the algorithm for the majority of the OWT.
In particular, it is applicable to spectral shapes with moderate to high phytoplankton
biomass, conditions in which the ability to detect cyanobacteria blooms is relevant. A
better matching of the short wavelength end of the Pan and green bands would improve
the orange band retrieval to a MAPE of < 1% and independent of spectral shape.
Finally, the arguments that favor the application of a single multiple regression equation
5

also raise the question if the orange band has any additional information not already
contained in the adjacent green and red MS bands. Answering this question is important,
but not straightforward. It is expected that for most spectra with pigment absorption
dominated by Chl a and/or Chl c, the information content in the orange region will
be completely contained in the red MS band. However, the increasing presence of Chl
b, PC and/or PE are expected to result in an increase of the amount of independent
information contained in the orange region relative to the green and red (c.f. Fig. 1B).
Our approach is to contrast the orange estimation with and without the use of the Pan
band. The MAPE for a regression with only the green and red MS bands is two times
higher than the full model without added noise, ∼ 6% (Fig. 4A; c.f. Fig. 2A). But more
relevant is that the residuals from the reduced model have a higher linear correlation
with the PC to Chl a ratio (Fig. 4B). Especially at PC to Chl a ratios > 0.5, where the
absorption in the orange band is no longer dominated by Chl a, the proposed full model
performs significantly better. PC to Chl a ratios > 0.5 are typically needed for accurate
PC retrieval (Li and Song, 2017).
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Conclusions

In this study we proposed and validated a method for retrieval of water-leaving reflectance
in the orange range (590 to 635 nm) from the Pan band of OLI/Landsat 8, with an average
uncertainty of 6% in the presence of typical noise. We demonstrated the generality of
the algorithm for inland waters with Chl a higher than 1.6 mg m−3 and showed how the
orange band can provide independent information in the presence of PC. The method
is made available in the free and open source atmospheric correction code ACOLITE
(https://odnature.naturalsciences.be/remsem/software-and-data/acolite).
The orange contra-band covers the absorption of PC, a diagnostic pigment of cyanobacteria in inland waters. This specific information can be used for detecting cyanobacteria
presence beyond regional correlations. The high spatial resolution, global coverage and
free data policy of OLI allow for global, continous application since 2013.
We note the generality of the approach of retrieval of an additional band for multispectral
sensors. The spectral enhancement resulting in a contra-band can be applied to any sensor
with overlapping bands. It can be applied to legacy and current sensors and should be
used as guidance for design of broad bands overlaping with MS bands in future sensors,
maximizing the spectral information derived from a single sensor operating at multiple
spatial and spectral resolutions. To reduce the uncertainty associated with retrieval over
variable spectral shapes, the shorter range band(s) should be completly included in the
larger range band, matching one extreme of their FWHM.
Future work will progress for application in coastal waters, to adress the effects of
carotenoids and Chl c, and to implement automatic detection of spectral shapes for
appropriate coefficient selection.
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Figure 1: Relative SRFs for OLI sensor. (A) RSRFs for visible range MS bands and Pan;
(B) Regions defined in the Pan band superimposed to ∗ apig (m2 mg−1 ) (as taken from
Hoepffner and Sathyendranath (1993); Wang et al. (2016); and Simis and Kauko (2012)).
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Figure 2: Retrieval of an orange band from OLI Pan and MS bands. (A) Using Eq. 3
in the absence of noise; (B) Using Eq. 3 in the presence of typical random noise for OLI
bands. Grey shading in B represents the relative kernel density.
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Figure 3: Application of the Eq. 3 to diverse spectral shapes representative of inland
waters. (A) The 13 clusters of inland Optical Water Types (Spyrakos et al., 2017); (B)
Retrieval results with outliers indicated.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of information content of the proposed orange band. (A) regression
results for a reduced model excluding the Pan band. (B) Relation between PC to Chl a
ratio and model residuals for the full and reduced models. Lines show linear trends in
the data. Data for lake IJsselmeer, NL.
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